MCCSC Literacy Instructional Model
Grades 4-6 and 3-4 Multiage

Reader’s Workshop
- Instructional Practice | Resource
- Read Aloud | Making Meaning
- Comprehension | Making Meaning, IDR libraries
- Minilessons & Guided Strategy Practice | SIPPS
- Vocabulary (embedded) | Making Meaning
- Small Group Reading | SIPPS
- Independent Reading | Making Meaning, IDR libraries
- Literature Circles | IDR libraries
- Fluency | SIPPS, IDR Conference Notes

Writer’s Workshop
- Instructional Practice | Resource
- Authentic Literature for Genre Immersion | Being a Writer
- Minilessons: Skills and Conventions, Craft | Being a Writer
- Writing Process | Being a Writer
- Writer’s Notebooks | Being a Writer
- Shared, Interactive, and Partner Writing | Being a Writer
- Independent Writing | Being a Writer
- Support for Peer and Teacher Conferences | Being a Writer

Word Study
- Instructional Practice | Resource
- Phonemic Awareness | SIPPS
- Initial Phonics Instruction (K-2) | SIPPS
- Word Recognition and Word Study | Sight Words: SIPPS, all levels
- Polysyllabic Decoding: SIPPS Challenge
- Prefixes, Suffixes, Roots: SIPPS Challenge
- Spelling | SIPPS, all levels
- Response to Intervention (RTI) | SIPPS, all levels